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Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:20:51 PM
Attachments: streets to trails MADISON.csv

Hello,
Last week, the Wisconsin Bike Fed sent a letter to Governor Evers, DHS Secretary Andrea 
Palm, and WisDot Secretary Designee Craig Thompson asking them to consider 
temporarily closing streets to cars to create additional space for cyclists and pedestrians 
during the Shelter At Home order.  A similar petition on our website (wisconsinbikefed.org) 
has already attracted hundreds of signatures.

The ability to safely and conveniently walk and ride a bike has never been more important 
than it is today.  Local trails are providing an alternative to public transportation, a way to 
stay fit while maintaining social distance, an immunity booster, and a great way to release 
stress and anxiety.
 
We are very encouraged that the City of Madison Transportation Commission is 
considering street and lane closures for social distancing during the COVID-19 health 
emergency.  It is our hope that other Wisconsin metropolitan areas will follow the lead of 
Madison, and other forward-thinking cities such as Portland, Minneapolis and Salt Lake 
City, and help walking, biking and other outdoor recreation to continue within social 
distancing guidelines.
 
Thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions, or if the Wisconsin Bike Fed 
can be of assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

I am attaching a spreadsheet of the 71 people, as of this time, who live in or near Madison 
and have signed our petition in favor of this agenda item. 

Thank you,

Jake Newborn
Assistant Director

WISCONSIN BIKE FED
3618 W Pierce St, Milwaukee, WI, 53215

Cell: 414-253-3331
------------------------

Have I helped you at all today? 
If so, please consider joining the Wisconsin Bike Fed!
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		First Name		Last Name		City		Email		Personalized Message		Entry Date

		Jonathan		Bloy		Madison		jonathan.bloy@gmail.com				4/14/2020 12:55

		Samuel		Deetz		Madison		samueldeetz@gmail.com				4/13/2020 14:30

		Anna		Novikova		Madison		Novikova.go.zoom@gmail.com		We need space to get outside safely!		4/13/2020 14:19

		Lindsay		Suttin		Madison		lsuttin@saris.com				4/13/2020 13:42

		Justin		Simpson		Madison		justinconsults@gmail.com				4/13/2020 13:14

		Rafael		Arevalo		Madison		cayaponia@yahoo.com				4/13/2020 12:20

		Brett		Neylan		Madison		brneylan@gmail.com		Please open up streets to bicycles, the crowding on the bike paths in metro areas appears unsafe, yet, many dot not have a safer alternative to be outside.  The bicycle is more important than ever at this time.  People are using it as an alternative to public transit, families are using them to keep their kids healthy and active, and the rest of us are using them to keep ourselves sane and a small connection to normality.  I am personally avoiding bike paths at this time, and instead taking to the roads, to maintain my distance.		4/13/2020 11:44

		ANDREW		BRUNO		Madison		ANDY.BRUNO@GMAIL.COM				4/13/2020 11:23

		Mary		Pustejovsky		Madison		mpustejovsky@gmail.com				4/13/2020 10:40

		Scott		Hackel		Madison		sphackel@uwalumni.com		My family would definitely use such resources if they were made available. We have two small children and its difficult to socially distance with them on bikes in the city right now because the trails are crowded. More space is needed!		4/12/2020 19:55

		Katie		Hayden		Madison		katiestubbendick@yahoo.com		My family needs space to move! Our 4-year-old and 6-year-old have energy to burn and are still learning what space means. Let’s help kids and all community members get out safely, so everyone can access the mental and physical health benefits of outdoor exercise. We ask you for your leadership for our health in this challenging time.		4/12/2020 10:37

		David		Hubanks		Madison		dchubanks@yahoo.com		Bike paths/sidewalks may need to become walkers only. With traffic so low, taking up one lane for runners, bikers etc just makes sense particularly on weekends		4/11/2020 23:36

		Paul		Zumhagen-Krause		Madison		pzumhagenkrause@gmail.com				4/11/2020 10:45

		Joseph		King		Madison		joe.king.phd@gmail.com		Closing some streets will make what people are already doing in my neighborhood safer.  Closing a lane on Midvale Blvd in Madison, for example, will make social distancing for pedestrians possible.		4/11/2020 4:33

		Jesse		Dirkman		Madison		jesse.dirkman@gmail.com				4/10/2020 22:01

		Erik		Pettersen		Madison		erik.pettersen14@gmail.com		It's past time to take action on this initiative. We need more dedicated trails, lanes, and boulevards for bikers throughout Wisconsin. Please ensure that we have safe, efficient, and effective biking solutions for all of our residents.		4/10/2020 20:39

		Dan		McGlynn		Madison		DakTo6869@gmail.com				4/10/2020 19:53

		Margo		Plant		Madison		margoann4@yahoo.com				4/10/2020 16:32

		Devin		Tolleson		madison		tollymon@gmail.com				4/10/2020 15:51

		Taylor		Stewart		Madison		taylormartinestewart@gmail.com				4/10/2020 14:00

		Katherine		Austin		Madison		katherine.b.austin@gmail.com				4/10/2020 13:59

		Brenda		Salvo		Madison		bsalvo@wisc.edu		Please consider closing down roads to vehicle traffic so that people who rely on public transportation can safely bike when bike lanes or paths are not available in their neighborhoods. 

With a reduction in bus service and a safety risk in taking cabs or ride shares, those without vehicles have limited access to necessary transportation. In recognizing the need for additional opportunities to bike recreationally, please prioritize those of us who will now depend on bikes for transportation as well.		4/10/2020 13:55

		Marcus		Chacon		Madison		mchaconmd@gmail.com		Some localized street closures to allow children and families to ride their bikes would be great to help the downsides of social distancing.		4/10/2020 13:24

		Alexander		Mann		Madison		mannimal09@gmail.com				4/10/2020 12:35

		Pat		Framke		Madison		pat8797@gmail.com				4/10/2020 12:32

		Kathleen		King		Madison		kaking2@wisc.edu				4/10/2020 11:17

		Jayne		Von der Linden		Madison		justjayne9@gmail.com				4/10/2020 11:14

		Serena		Larkin		Madison		slarkinenvt@gmail.com		Whether biking, jogging, or going for a walk, from my home in downtown Madison, it's often difficult to maintain enough distance between myself and fellow Madisonians just desperate for some fresh air. Designating streets for people over cars would great improve this problem and keep all of us safer and healthier in this unique crisis.		4/10/2020 10:59

		Mark		Elsdon		Madison		markerica@hotmail.com				4/10/2020 10:46

		Jessica		Myrbo		MADISON		q43993@hotmail.com		Please make it possible for us to bike safely! Exercise is an essential health need allowed under the stay-at-home order, and for many of us, a bike is our only vehicle. Right now we can't safely use our beloved bike trails. Car traffic is already down -- please help protect us by letting us have some of the space normally occupied by cars. We need to be as much as 20 meters away to safely avoid other cyclists' respiratory droplets, much more than the six meters recommended to pedestrians, which means we need whole car-sized lanes to pass safely.

References:
https://medium.com/@jurgenthoelen/belgian-dutch-study-why-in-times-of-covid-19-you-can-not-walk-run-bike-close-to-each-other-a5df19c77d08
https://road.cc/content/news/how-much-distance-should-you-leave-cyclist-ahead-272229		4/10/2020 10:37

		John		Scherpelz		Madison		john.scherpelz@gmail.com		Access to walking and biking trails is contributing to physical and mental health during this difficult time. With "social distancing" restrictions about groups walking and riding I think public health and safety and individual needs for recreation and the benefits of the outdoors can both be served. Thanks for supporting Wisconsinites' well-being!		4/10/2020 10:22

		Alexander		Harding		Madison		aeharding@gmail.com				4/10/2020 10:00

		William		Brumsickle		Madison		brumsickle@charter.net		This action is needed.  Shared-use/bicycle paths are clogged with walkers and runners		4/10/2020 9:37

		Andy		Swartz		Madison		swartza@hotmail.com		This initiative to create more space for bicycle transportation and excercise is of critical importance to the health and well being of the citizens of Wisconsin as well as those who need to get to work by human power, especially while public transit is reduced in metropolitan areas. Thank you.		4/10/2020 9:31

		Ender		Tekin		Madison		ender.tekin@yahoo.com		This is especially important for people with kids, as there are few safe spots you be able to take children out for some fresh air other than existing bike paths, which are overcrowded.		4/10/2020 9:29

		Kevin		Coleman		Madison		kevin.j.coleman@gmail.com				4/10/2020 9:26

		Chip		Nitschke		Madison		cnitschke@uwalumni.com				4/10/2020 9:14

		Emily		Loman		Madison		emilyloman@gmail.com		We need places to walk run and bike		4/10/2020 9:14

		Russell		Novkov		Madison		rnovkov@gmail.com				4/10/2020 9:05

		Lynn		Shafel		Madison		lynnreedshafel@gmail.com		This is a great way to keep our citizens healthy!		4/10/2020 9:02

		Michelle		Jollly		Madison		mtesnow@yahoo.com		When the weather warms up we need more space for people to commute on bikes and just enjoy the out doors.  Please consider converting less used roads to partial bike/roller blade only lanes.  This is highly needed.  I see the Cap City Trail is already very crowded on warm days.  We need fresh air and the vit D from the sun.		4/10/2020 8:55

		Jon		Drewsen		Madison		jonathan.drewsen@gmail.com		Other cities like Denver are closing streets to car traffic and opening them for bikes and pedestrians. Wisconsin communities like Madison should do the same. It’s time our streets worked for all types of movement, not just cars, especially during this pandemic		4/10/2020 8:51

		John		Johnson		Madison		j.zach.johnson@gmail.com				4/10/2020 8:51

		Ryan		Schmudlach		Madison		rschmud@gmail.com				4/10/2020 8:37

		benjamin		bass		MADISON		brbass@uwalumni.com				4/10/2020 8:32

		Ryan		Haggart		Madison		rhaggart@wisc.edu				4/10/2020 8:27

		Lindsey		Heim		Madison		lindseyheimdds@gmail.com				4/10/2020 8:19

		Jack		Kear		Madison		jackkear@hotmail.com				4/10/2020 8:11

		Patti		Batt		Madison		peebster22@gmail.com				4/10/2020 7:56

		alex		applegate		madison		alexrapplegate@gmail.com		I'd love to have more trail options in my neighborhood!  It has been great to see people using our trails and paths, but they are crowded!  More options would be amazing.		4/10/2020 7:55

		Janet		Murphy		Madison		janetmusicrn@gmail.com		We have to accommodate the expected increase in bicycling this summer. Temporary bicycling improvements are ideal because they can be removed when bicycling numbers drop and roads need to be plowed.		4/10/2020 7:52

		Daniel		Barry		Madison		dansbarry@gmail.com		I'm a PA in a busy Madison Urgent Care.  Biking for me is one salvation in this place resembling hell.  The stress reduction alone!  I would love to see people able to safely separate on now un/minimally used roads.  There is no point as the weather improves and people get out of their homes to not utilize what we already have.  The thought I would contract COVID on a crowded foot/bike path while a road adjacent goes unused is absurd.  
Further, any safe practices, as suggested by the Wisconsin Bike Federation, greatly decreases the chance of a bike accident where the victim needs emergency attention.  This further stresses the health system, and unduly exposes an injured person to a setting potentially contaminated by COVID.  It seems a reasonable suggestion at a less than reasonable time.		4/10/2020 7:50

		Stacey		Marion		Madison		stacmarion@gmail.com		Make all non-major roads “bike boulevards” and expand “bike bouvevard” privileges to runners and walkers		4/10/2020 7:43

		Michelle		Wollin		Madison		mwollin7@hotmail.com		Please do not take bike paths away from the Wisconsin residents. If we can get some kind of street closures to help keep people socially distance that would help decrease the number of people on the bike paths and allow us to continue to exercise for physical and most importantly mental health!!		4/10/2020 7:36

		Dan		Tyler		Madison		dano.tyler@gmail.com				4/10/2020 7:35

		Jack		Longert		Madison		jacklongert@yahoo.com				4/10/2020 7:34

		Valerie		Stromquist		Madison		valquist@gmail.com				4/10/2020 7:23

		Lisa		McAbee		Madison		lisa.mcabee83@gmail.com		This should be all the time to encourage more cyclists and walkovers vs polluting car traffic.		4/10/2020 6:52

		Julia		Pinckney		Madison		greenguinea@gmail.com		Hi! Thanks for all you're doing. 

I have been delighted to see so many families and individuals here enjoying the outdoors as a way to de-stress and spend time in nature. As a regular cyclist, I have been avoiding the bike paths during peak hours on nice days because they are so full and we cannot appropriately distance (furthermore, new research indicates that when walking or running, six feet may not enough). It would be beautiful if we could take advantage of less car traffic and utilize that road space for more outdoor exercise as a community. 

Wishing you some good outdoor time this week,

Julia		4/9/2020 21:24

		Ana		Pearson		Madison		anapearson314@gmail.com		I don’t feel safe on the bike path anymore. My options for safe outdoor exercise are incredibly limited.		4/9/2020 21:17

		Carole		Trone		Madison		ctrone@uwalumni.com				4/9/2020 21:14

		Bryce		de Venecia		Madison		bryce.devenecia@gmail.com				4/9/2020 16:33

		Bryce		de Venecia		Madison		bryce.devenecia@gmail.com				4/9/2020 16:32

		Wendy		Guan		Madison		wndgn5403@gmail.com		With state parks, hiking trails, tennis courts, golf courts, playgrounds, and other various activity sites being CLOSED, biking and walking are of the few available exercise options. We need to make more space available so citizens can partake in these activities and abide by social distancing.		4/9/2020 16:05

		Wendy		Guan		Madison		wndgn5403@gmail.com		With state parks, hiking trails, tennis courts, golf courts, playgrounds, and other various activity sites being CLOSED, biking and walking are of the few available exercise options. We need to make more space available so citizens can partake in these activities and abide by social distancing.		4/9/2020 16:05

		Mike		Klune		Mc Farland		meklune@gmail.com				4/10/2020 8:49

		Dorice		Hughes		Mc Farland		dmhughes50@gmail.com				4/10/2020 8:47

		Steven		Meyer		Middleton		stmride@gmail.com		My wife and I are currently in South Africa in a total nationwide COVID-19 lockdown.  It would wonderful to get outdoors and enjoy cycling on little used roads and streets.  Stay well, stay upright!		4/10/2020 9:10

		David		Kushner		middleton		dockushner@gmail.com				4/10/2020 7:42

		Kristie		Schilling		Monona		kschillingmonona@gmail.com		This is a great time for us to find balance in all forms of transportation including bicycles. Our autocentric ways have created safety issues for many. More bicyclists means fewer carbon emissions  and will lead to better health overall. 

Thank you for hearing our concerns, taking action and doing the right thing, Kristie Schilling		4/10/2020 11:45

		Patricia		Olsen		Mosinee		olsenriver@pcpros.net				4/10/2020 7:36




